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Representative Schneider 

Speaks On Environment 

Jimmy Grammar 

Archway Staff Writer 

On Wednesday f"ebruary 15, 
Rhode I land congressional 
rep semBllve Claudine Schneider 
spoke at ~ry.:lnt ColJ ge. The topic 
of th u' 'U' ion dealt with the 
cnvir om nt. an issoc that she has 
maue her nchmark .'inee her fJISt 
1 m began almost len years ago. 
Claudrne Schneider Addresses AudIence 
M . S hnei rdiscussed issues that 
were world . as well as lOCallll 
n3ture. Th congr sswoman 
deuillcd the polcnLiaUy disa trou 
ull of global wanning. known 
pulariyas the greenhouse c[fecL 
Sh sl3tC<l lhal unle's action arc 
cn immediate} to stem the flow 
of pollut.aolS ioto the atmosphere 
the type of droughts seen 
throughout the North American 
continent this past summer will 
rapidly become lhenonnmther then 
the ex.ception. She slreSsed the fact waste that washed ashore the Bryant students can relate to, 
thal auto emission sLandards should beachc 0 the northeast last ummer recycling. She commended the fact 
be raised in order to com bat air was attributed. by many to be by~ !hat Rhode Island IS one of the few 
pollution. product of illegal dumping in this states with a comprehensive 
Another issue that was discussed environmentally sensitive area. recycling program. and lated that 
was the problem thal has ari en in Senator John Chaffee and as our landfill continu to run out 
the New England coaslal fIShing Congresswoman Schneider were of space recycling will play an ever 
areas as a r ult ofsludge dumping openly critical of !he refusal of the increasing role in the protectIOn of 
off the coast of New Jersey. Many Reagan administration to lake any our fragile eco ystem. 
commercial flShennan have ince acuon against the dumping and are Finally. M . Schneider expressed 
n J.i dra lIC TOOUCttOns in lhe now co-spon . of a bill d igned her optimism for a cleaner fuurrc; 
wll l d Iud dumpm b} 1 ..... n in h h technology WId 
FlO 1I. , t C '11 t lib 
envuomnenw"._,.,,~_~, 
Drew Polinsky 1984. "I never really had a chance that it is pas ible for us to compete 
Archway StajJWriler to go and see it for myself," he wllb Japan. Heiko clicked the 
stated. In October of 1988. HeikQ projector and a Japanese 
Dr. Lance Heiko, professor of began pJannin~ his trip to Japan. Ira McDonald 'sappearedon thescrcen. 
productions and operations Magaziner, viSIting scholarof global "Why is McDonald's so popular 
management. presented a slide show bus.iness tudics. belped him make there?" be asked."Probably because 
of his experiences in Japan this past the arrangements. the Japane e are SO obsessed with 
Wednesday. He spent 1wo weeks in "Th Japanese way of thinking is speed." They also have a Bullet 
Japan dUTing Wintersession. LO provide quali ty products and Train thatgoes 150 MPH and many 
lecturing at Kyoto University and services to customers. Every olber fast-food restaurants. 
touring plants. APICS. American excellent American company thinks TheJapanesegivealotofattention 
Production and Inventory Control this way, but it permeates their t detail whicb is appaxent 
Society, of Bryant sponsored the society," Heiko said. throughout their society. One of the 
presentation. He gave examples of when an department stores that Helko 
Heikobeganstu ying Just-in-Tune American company permeates shopped at had plastic tubes at the 
management at Babson College in Japanese markets and made itclear front entranceto hold wet umbrellas. 
New Fraternity 

Arrives On 

Campus 

Rob Fox known as hazing. PromincnlaIumni 
Archway Staff Writer include vice-presidents of big 
corporati n uch as MenU Lynch, 
N a member of th Bryant Quaker Oats. Nabisco, Motorola 
community, you may have noticed Dow Chemical, and Sh n­
a nauonat Cratemity IS establishing Lehman Brothers. Other alumni 
a new colony on OUT campu . You includ actor Kcvin Costner 
may be asking yourself, who arc several :.uccessful politician 
After spending time wi rhelhcse gUY'1 
Gary Sanford. a sophomol' . and nauonalreprc nlaLive 'oncam 
a group of .interested swtlenlS lJ"St everybody involved h necom 
discussed the idea offonnmg a new optimisti . JeITandMax have been 
fraternity after talking 10 a friend very impres cd with Bryant 
from Marquette UniversllY. B ing cxccU nt reputation .and beaU1i.ful 
a Delta CIli brother, he sugge led campus. Jeff wem on to say. "I can 
that lhey organize their own chapter see more national organizations 
at BryanL AflerapproachingsevcraJ hawing intcresL.in coming Bryant 
nationalfralemities, Gary and others College. Ed Golden, dean of ludcnt 
decided on Delta Cbi andconlacted life, has been very receptive, as well 
their national headquarters to ac;theresLOftheBryanlcommuniLy. 
discuss the possibilities. "As far as the inlerest shown in 
Two national Delta Chi the new fratemity," he aeWed, "this 
representatives are on campus now. will be a 'trang colony I the group of 
Jeffery H. A1bright expansion intereSted sllldcnts are very anxious 
coordinator, and Max Goccker. to succeed." 
Leadersh ip consultanl. are The national fraternity has high 
coordinalingtbe organization of the standards and hopes it will show in 
fraternity. their new colony. Gary says, ''This 
Established as a legal fmtemity colonywill uphold tbephHosophies 
alComell University in L890,Delta of brotherhood that this fraternity 
Chi has over 100 chapters and was founded upon." He hope that 
coloni nationwide. [n 1922, the the new fmLem l1y will be welcomed 
fral rnily be ame 'cn r I by th Brv nl and Ore 
mr. u 19 the mit c mUOll 

i' 10 ban heU week." al 

This kept rain drops from dripping 
all overmerchandIse and electronic 
sales equipmenL 
Before he left for Japan, his 
nineteen-year-old son asked him to 
bring back a black silk tie with 
white polka dots. Heiko :gan 
searching for the lie at the first 
opportunity. HI went up to lhc tie 
depanmenl in one store to find six 
cabinets of ties with a saleswoman 
behind each one," Heiko stated. 
When the saleswoman could not 
locate th tie, she began calling 
stores in Tokyo. The tie could not 
be found. "She proceeded LO 
a logize to m for hcr failure - her 
inability to satisfy my wishes." he 
explained. 
"If you can't imagine that m an 
American department Store, then 
we are in trouble," revealed Heiko. 
He continued to explain that it 
wouldn'l be oul of the realm of 
meon' experience to find sOt 
saleswomen behind the counter all 
tallcing among [themselves. "You 
feel guilty if you interrupt their 
conversation," Heiko said. 
Heiko visited the Nissan plant 
where he was given a through toUT 
Continued, Management. p.6. 
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Residence Life Biycol Thanks. hi EpSleeps While 
To the Editor: extensive training and numerous like to wish their pledges goodluck 
On behalf of Brycol Sll1dent meetings for our new officers. We duringlheremainderofthe initiationProbletns Arise Services I would like to extend my had feared thaL since Mr. Hershey period.and hope that they will wode When students return to Bryant after Spring Break it will gratil.ude to the brothers of Phi was pledging the fraternity it would ' as well with us as Iheolder members 
be time to sign up for housing. How many students are Epsilon Pi Fraternity for lhek interfere with this process. Instead, have. 
aware of this? If this news surprises you, don't feel bad. cooperation during the month of the fraternity has been extremely 
Residence Life has made little effort to publicize this February. indulgent in allowing Marlin 10 Thank YOu, 
information. One of their pledges, Marlin perfonn his duties. Jennifer Hofmann 
Is Residence Life going to inform students of the exact Hershey, was recently elected to It makes me very happy 10 see Chairman of the Board 
serveas VicePresidentofourRetail members of the Greek community Brycol Student Services. Inc. dates? If sign-ups take place the week after Spring Break, 
and Vending enterprises. February working so well with otherthis means we nave two weeks to make definite living has traditionally been a month of organizations 00 campus. I wouldarrangements. Actually, we only have one week because. 
the other one is a vacation. Students have to make 
decisions - who they will live with, where they would Isn't It Time For a like to live, wno will fill that vacant spot in their suite or 
townhouse. All of lhis planning takes more than a week's 
time. We deserve more than a week to make a decision 
that will effect an entire year. Change?
Another concern is who is going to live in Donn 16. And 
To the BryanL Community: deparonenl7 The problemsaJ] seem to be valid. For instance, thewhen wililhe students know? Construction began last 
to stem from one individual, Leon previous coach, Tom Fol\iard, was June, and yet Residence Life still doesn't know who will be It is hard to know where to begin. Drury. Over Ihe years our patience able to accumulate a win-loss ratio living there? If they don't know, then who does? Maybe hould we begin wilh the absence has worn lhin as we observed many of 152-88 and thecoach before bim, they do know and JUSt aren't saying anything. Students of referees at a soccer game, the mishandled situations. Through Tom Duffy. compiled a 70-22
should know if Dorm 16 is a potential home lor them next ineligibility of a varsity athlete at other c hanne ls we have record. Al a, the Women's year. the end of the season, the loss of a unsuccessful ly uied tocreate a better Basket all Program is nOl only
The situation of six-man townhouses and seven-man (or championship titJe because of a ath letic a tmosphere, but successful Ul is considered to be 
five-man) suites leads to more questions. Will these people gross lack of job responsibility , or unfortunately, It has come to the one of the best in the country.In this 
be gjven preference in the lottery? U a junior doesn't have 
enough credits will he be allowed to move in as the sixth 
person in a townhouse? Will students in this situation be 
treated as a ~oup and automatically disregarded, or will 
each student s case be considered individually? 
In the past, .students have had to make a room deposit of 
$100. Students are uncertain of this year's amount.Many 
college stuqents d n't have an extra $1 00 lying around . 
Some may have to go horne to take the money out of the 
bank. Others may have to speak to their parents about the 
money. Spring Break would provide a opportunity for 
students to take care of this. But they can't do that if they 
don't have the fac ts. 
We realize that things are different at Residence Life 
since Bernie left. But the office still needs to be run in a 
professional manner. After all, if Residence Life isn' t 
taking are of our housing n eds, hen who is? 
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imply his basketball record? point where we no longer can hide decade , Coach Ralph T masso and 
Contrary to what is printed in the our feelings. We regret that this the women' coaches befor him 
1986-1987 Bryant Sports Digest, letter may create problems for have shown that basketball can work 
Leon Drury, Bryant College' various individuals b ut these at Bryant! IL seems to us that the 
Athle tic D irector and Men' s problem s will be overridden by the Men 's BaskeLbaH Program has been 
Basketball Coach, is not"oneof the benefits we feel will result from our outhustled by the other Northeast-
most successful Division II hoop efforts. 10 con ercnce school'i, such as 
coaches in the country," neve r mind Coach Drury has now been at Bentley whic h i now ranked in the 
a respected athletic director. In our the helm of the Men 's Basketball top five in the country. In fac t, 
opinion the most common questions Team for 11 seasons. Over his BentJey will probably win 26 games 
we have had over our varsity careers tenure, the Indians have compiled a this year alone, and as we have 
are: Who is Leon Drury? Where is 125-180 record. Do you think this already stated that equals the number 
Leon Drury? And by all means what record is "Synonymous with of wins Coach Drury has in the last 
is Leon Drury doing? Success" as the 1986-1987 Bryant four years. 
We, speaking strictly for Sports Digest suggests? Well ifyou One of the biggest benefits of 
ourselves, are all seniors who have do, here are some o!.her statistics to having a basketball team is the 
participated in varsity athletics. As consider. In his first three seasons ability to gather a large number of 
knowledgeable veteJ3l1S, we feel it as head coach. where he had people to watch the game. College 
is our rcspor i . ' ,y to wnt 111 i Cil C\ a Ul. ndlng IS 1& Lime in 
letter. The letter's sole inLel1tion is recruits and players from the America these days, but not at 
to ensure Ihat Bryant Alhl ,tics previous coach, be compiled a Bryant College! Unfortunately, Ihe 
continue 10 be a strong source of record of56-27. That means that he team doe nol attract a substantial 
pride for lhe individuals also has had an impressive total crowd even though there is no charge 
partici:pating in varsity sports, the over the last eight years 0 69-153. for admission for swdcnlS. Bryant 
spectators who give their lime and Also, for Seniors as ourselves, e intramwals regularly draw larger 
suppan. and the Bryant C 11 ge have had the pleasmc of witnessing crowd than the Men's Basketball 
Community as a whol .Wewantlo 26 vi tories to only 87 defeats. games. If Bryant was more 
emphasize that we may not represcm Ithas been argued that out of all competitive , the n attendance would 
all athletes' view on the state ofthe th hools in the Nonheast-lO, increase. Along with an increase in 
Bryant A thletic Department, Bryant has the toughest standards attendance, other varsity teams 
although many other athletes , fans, for admissi 11 , resulting in a loss of could receiv benefits from a 
faculty and students share the same talented basketball player who do competitive and popular basketball 
opinions we do. not meet the ad miss ion program. As an example, smdenlS 
You may now be wondering, requirements. However, when e woul probably be willing to pay a 
what problems exist with the look at the records of previous dollar to attend !.he game and this 
management of the a th. letic coaches this concept does not seem Conllnued, Drury Dilemma , p.6 
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Hazing Contin es Career Savvy: 

To Concern Camp s eal Estate 

Lisa Antoninich Golden. ' 'Tbe Office ofStudentLife "The GLC is looking to change 
Archway Staff Writer is following up on each of !.hese by giving new organizations, like 
complaints and major reforms will Alpha Phi and Delta Chi, the Careers 
This year seems to be a year of be put in place by the end of the opportunity 10 become a part of the 
increased awareness with regard 10 year," indicated Golden. Greek commWlity at Bryant and by by Melissa Barnes talk 10 the brokers at !.he agencies 
the hazing incidents that occur As of the end of last week, Dr. trying to show the current groups you're considering. Find out about 
nationwide during !.he pledging Golden has met with five fraternity that there is no need 10 haze," Q. I want to work in real estate. the company's market share, · 
process. There was even an pres idents and two sorority indicated Boesch. "If the GLC is How do I gel started in this field? training programs, support facilities, 
overwhelming response 10 Eileen presidents about thc incidents. "One going to be a self-governing A. Most people in real estate begin and the tenDS on which you'll be 
Steven's speech on hazing held two fraternity 's pledging process has organization, we have 10 be more as agents, or salespersons. To hired. You'll want to know the 
weeks ago in Janildes Auditorium. been stopped as of February 13," aware of the details ofOCCWTences. become an agent, you must pass a commission split and your 
Itwas "outstanding, everyone loved staled Golden. 'Thefra lCrnity hose In order to enforce !he GLC's state licensing exam which consists obligations to the finn. Also look 
her speech," commented Doug to accept the pledges as new policies. I need proof and not fo multiple choice questions on the inlo ethics and insurance. 
Boesch, president of the Greek brothers, as opposed to losing their allegations to support accusations," real estate field. Some states require Before entering the field, you 
Letter Council. wholepledgeclass and were willing stated Boesch. completion ofspec ific course wor , should be aware that the dropout 
Since there have been 51 hazing to comply wi!.h the administration' s W he n a sk d w ha t the while in others ou can prepare for rate or agents i high. This is partly 
related deaLhs in th last ten years in requests," indicated Boesch. One administration had planned, Golden the exam by elf-study. The URI due to !.he low incom characteristic 
the United States, many law have fraterni ty has lost !.heirentire pledge indicated !.hat "one suggestion was Continuing Education Divi ion in of fmil year ful l·time agents. wh 
been passed to ban hazing. For c.lass, while ano ther was banned made10 from a Council ofPresidents Providence and CCRI both offer Continued, Rea. Estate, p,6 
example,R hode Island has recen tly cntirely from having a pledge to meet regularly with the Dean of classes which prepare you for !.he 
updated hazing legislation. program this year. Student Life. The Committee on Rhode Island exam. 
Ed Golden, DeanofStudent Life , When asked to assess the Fra ternities and Sororities is Once you pass Ihe exam, you will Al Hindicated !.hat " more than ever response of the Greek community scheduled 10 meet in mid-March. want to choose an agency to work 
before parents, students, faculty, and to !.heseriousness of hazing, Boesch At which time , I will present to for. Sinc almost all real estate 
adotinistralOr are reponing their commented, "theGreekcommtm.ity them a piationn of refonns that will agents are paid commission onl , 
oncerns 10 that offi e, and are is socially aware, but some are nOl affect the go rnment of !.he Greele !.hese jobs are n hard to find. The NEWS: 
indicating where the Office of taking any drastic measures 10 system, tbe recognition process for qu ·tion is not fmding a job but 
Student Life can get veri fication of overcome the problem. " In the long fraterni ties and ororities, the choosinga good agency. To do this, 
the incidents from a second source." run, all rganizations will have 10 pledging process, and !.hequality of research them by talking to people AIDS 
" I'm disappointed, that after revise their pledge process. "This is Greek life on campus in general. r both within and outside the field 10 
Eileen Stevens spoke of hazing supported by the Greek Lener also ask the comm ittee to set a target learn the agency' s reputation. Awareness 
related incidents, that we have had Council 's yearly revision of the date for all Bryant's fraternities and When you've narrowed the search , by Nancy Aberizk 
!.he number of complaints after one pledging regulations," stated sororities 10 become nationally 
week that we have had," commenled Boesch. affiliated. " February 28 will be a day which 
focuses on !.he far reaching effects 
of Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome (AIDS), throughout our 
society. 
"AIDS Awareness Day," which 
is sponsored by the AIDS Task 
OFF T E SHELF: 
Rating A merica's Corporate Conscience Force, will include discussions and 
activities for the whole Bryant 
muni ty. 
by COf1StanCe Cameron from a former gUl".Sl lecturer at glo.....ing. rip tivc book revie om pan) 0 . Po r t thi Th . day and "'ening e..en 
ofr~ Hodgson Memorial Bryant: in the general press were followed, stud y we have e valuated a include: 
Library Staff ''The be t guide to corporate as is often the case, with more company's financial rformance - an in onnation ta Ie in the 
social responsibility by America's discerning, critical reviews in 1987 by reading rankings in the popular ROlIInda distribuLiog Iilerature and 
On the ove.r f a ll)' L di r l tere .1lId 1 . FortlLM. editors Ucd b ' p . urn' on ms from 10: to 2: 
acquired library book is a quote organization." as Nad que th judg mcnts of ha ..-e of n the ratings of pm; 
.9l.rcliway 
f£dic t : 
1. 	 Archway Writers' M eet­
ings take place every Mon­
day at 4 :30pm in The Arch
way office. All are w elcome 
to attend. 
2. 	A rchway Editoriill Board 
Meetings take place every 
Thursday nig h t at 6:30 in 
The A rchway office. 
3. 	 All submissions includ­
ing Greek N ws a nd let­
ters to the Edi o r must be 
received by Mond ay at 
4pm. 
4 . 	All written materialmust 
be typed, d o uble spaced, 
and include an accu rate 
word count, writer's name 
and phone number. 
5. 	Personals must be writ­
ten on a Personals Fonn, 
available at the Bryant 
Center Infonnation Desk. 
AnyPersonals not submit­
ted on the Personals Form 
will be discarded. Person­
als are picked up every 
Tuesday at llam. 
Thebook Lester Thurow is raving 
about is entitled Rating America's 
Corporate Conscience . (shelved 
HD6O.5U5. L93 1986) The subtiLlc 
explains that this paperback is a 
provoc.ativ guide to the companie 
behind the products you buy every 
day. The "provocative" adjective 
has turned prophetic. The book did 
s creed in annoying some of the 
writers for business magazines. The 
book: was copyrighted in 1986, but 
the writer Stephen D. Lyndenberg 
and others for the Council on 
Economic Priorities. Irene Gordon, 
a manufacturing vice-president 
pointed out that the authors were 
nuher oddly indifferent toward 
COfpOrat support for established 
charities and higher education in a 
19 Management Review article. 
But the academician Beilbrooer 
hailed the guide as an important 
balance in our assessment of 
their products in issucsofConsumer 
Reports. With this publication we 
now have a third way to look at a 
company. Check out or "place a 
hold" on Rating America ' s 
Corporate Conscience and ponder 
the 130 company profiles and the 
seven categories of product/brand 
charts.There's enough material here 
for a report for a class in business 
ethics or 8 consumer purchase 
deciSion. 
- classroom discussions by 
involved faculty on the heal!.h, 
social, and economic implications 
of the illnes ; 
- a person with AIDS speaking 
about its impact on one' s life in the 
main lobby of Dorm 15, 7:00pm. 
Everyone is encouraged to 
participate in al l of the events and 
receive real facts on AIDS. For more 
information, contact Betty Cotter, 
Direcoor of Health Services. 
hapl in's Corn r: 
The D eath Penalty In Society 

by FOIller David Norris After quoting the biblical but one example of this agreement. on the degree 10 which even mortal 
enemies will go to defend territory dictum "An eye for an eye .. ", and Having become aware of the all 
"We believe !.hat the imposition even !.hen not quoting the entire of our religious leaders, many still or self, 10 survive or 10 feed. Except 
of dca!.h penallY in today's society verse, few people see the connection make a contrary decision based on in the movie"Jaws", animals do not 
is an attack on the inviolability of between the Judeo-Christian very strong feelings for execution. kill for revenge. 
human life and an affront to human tradition and the issue of capital Who has not been moved by the And who is less human, the one 
dignilY. Ouropposition to Ihedeath punishment Even alluding to that media image , in fact or fi tion, of who murdered or the one who calls 
penalty is intended asan affumation Bible verse which ultimately allows heinous crimes gone unpunished, for execution ev n of Ihose who 
of the sacredness of human life and punishment only to God, many of murderers out on bail, of Iruly wonld oppose legalized murder? 
as an appeal 10 al l for grea OtherwISe "pr:o-life" people fail to evil people geumg off the hoole? This is perhaps the worst result of 
individual and societal e fforts for a make a real connection with a These powerful images stir up the unreasoning and simplistic 
more humane and just society." consistent ethic of life. Are many angerofmany,nOl lDmentionothers "answers" to complex social 
- Bishops and other Roman Catholics aware for who have been crime. And tbi problems: !hat the quality ofall life 
and of our humanity becomes lessreligious leaders of Rhode Island example, that their own church has emotional reaction itselfshould give 
"I think Bundy should fry. and spoken eloquently against the death us pause to reexamine the true each time our baser instincts take 
those an ti-capital p unishment penalty? This position is seen as a motives for seeking enactment of control. 
people should fry with him." part of a consistent pro-life ethic the death penalty . Justice or The current proposals in our 
- Demonstrator at Florida wbich the American Ca!.holic vengeance? Legal control and Rhode Island legislature give us al l 
prison execution of Ted Bundy the opportunity to form and clarify bishops, among othe rs, have sanctions or an admission that we 
Few topics bring to the surface our consciences on the matter ofproJ>?Sed. Unlike theabortion issue, have lost control? A penal and 
such ignorance or strong emotion which divides many denominations corrections system or a legalized capital punishment. As bills are 
asa discussion of the death penalty. and faiths , most mainstream system of revenge. introduced to reinstate the death 
Ignorance, because few are aware religious groups in our nation have ReasoniD~ people ought to penalty in ourstate, may ourcitizens 
of the moral and ethical stances of been united m opposition to the reason. Civihzed people should try. and legislators arrive at decisions 
our religious traditions. Emotion, legalizationandpracticeofthedeath sometimes with great effort. not to which will enhance human dignity 
because either through direct 	 and the quality of life among us. penalty. The portion of the above stoop 10 the level of barbarity often 
experience or media images, most quoted statement issued recently by found in the criminal elements in 
people feel crime and our criminal the heads of all major l ewish and our nation and world. Even in the justice system are out of control. Christian faiths in Rhode IsIand is animal world, natureplaces sanction 
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FEATURES 

WJMF's Six-Pack Give-Away Brycol· 

by Michael Risrelli to now? Stingray replies, "At the the radio station is at an alJ-tiroe 
ti me Lheidea was conceiVed, WJMF 	 high, not nly among DJ.'s but 
Six-packs stimulate th ughts of was only broadcasting some fifty with many other BryanL studenLS. yli e: a footbalJ game on a Sunday 	 hours a week. Now we're on well Requests ,are up. More people on 
afternoon, a social gathering on a 	 over 100 hours a week. Since the campus are listening to WJMF than 
Friday night. or simply an evening ever'" 
on the lown for piz7~ wilh a few So why the six-pack promotion? 
close friends. In any case, fond ''To help Iceepa good thing going. New Officers 
memories and good times are had I'm hoping thesix-packs will attract 
by alJ. WJMF hopes to cash in on the swdents who aren 't listening to 
these impressions asix-pack brings us now. They wne in, hear some by Jennif er lIoj'mann fu nction. attended by to mind in a new promotional good music, try to win a six-pack by Chairman of Brycol BoardP administrators, employees, alumni, 
campaign. calling in, and hopefully continue and directors is held every year in 
WJMF will give away six six­ listening to the the station for weeks Brycol would like 10 announce honorof Brycol's anniversary. This packs each and every day before to come. We ' ve got a lot to offer the election of its officers for 1989. 	 year marks the 14th year of Spring Break as lhe student-run musically." The following people were elected 	 providing services and employment 
radio station counts down the ten The six-packs are divided into on February 5, 1989, and will take 	 to the Bryant community. days to Spring Recess. Sixty six­ four musical categories: Rock, office as of March I , 1989: We will soon be electing new packs will be given away in total. Progressive, Dance, and Heavy Chairman of the Board - members to the Brycol Board of What do six-packs have to do Metal. The artists available in the Jennifer Hofmann Directors. If you are interested in 
wilh a radio station, you ask? various six-packs include: Eddie President- IaaMorris beco ming involved with the 
"Plenty ," according to WJMF Money, John Hiatt, Foreigner,Pel Vice President. Food - Jay management of Jhe company call Program Director Stingray, "oh, did Shop Boys,ToneLoc ,JodyWatley, Follansbee 231 -1220 and ask for details. 1mention lhe ix-pack consists of Julian Cope, DJ. Jazzy Jeff & the Vice President, Retail & We would also like 10 remind 
six albums?" Not yet. Stingray, no, Fresh Prince, The Feelies, Bobby Vending - Marlin Hershey you that there are suggestion boxes but now the administration and McFerrin, Noel, Scorpions, The Treasurer - Peter Reznicek available at both Tupper's and the Public Safety official can relax a Dead Milkmen. Game Theory, Executive Secretary - Renee Country Comfort. If you feel that bit Pebbles, and many more. LaFlamme there is any service we could The ontro ersial promotional basis for th . giveaway is to attract Stingrayoffers a positiv thought These people will be officially improve or inslilute, please leave 
stunt was thought of lasl semester. 	 more listeners, we wanted to make fo r lhose who tune in to WJMF inducted on F bruary 25 at the 	 yourcommenLSin these boxes. Your Bundled and waiting, over 360 	 sure we had something substantial e xpecti ng to w in alcohol ic ann ual Brycol banquet. T his 	 input i always appreciated. 
albums (some six-packs contain a to oITer. Now we do." beverages: "Most six-packs contain 
bonus record) will be given away in Over the last four weeks, W JMF beer. Where else can you get one 
lh ten days preceding Spring Break. ha increased the number of that contains Bruce Springsteen­
The promotion began thi past broadcasting hours by more than and for free!" 
Tuesday, February 21st, and will 60. And according 10 Stingray, Admittedly, iL is a twisted logic, 
continue unti l March 3rd. "WJMF is back to stay. Interest in but he's got a point 
Why the delay from last semester 
The Eleventh Commandment 

there?" 	 balance, Ihave interrupted the Greal day. Then I have a little console By Stephanie Brush off the menu of life and to stare button I press on the kitchen wall 
Washington Post Writers' Group longingly at those people who knew I don't think that shame should be and Powerful and requested their which plays a tape: "Listen, Steph,frie . thatloday was the day for the Chefs 	 an issue here. Let me ten you I'm slllffcd. You want this?" something: 1 have LUI hed With Anyway, 1 generally eat al c tIt's a little disappointing to me that Advertised Fusilli Special. home. 1 make myself a iittle tuna I play the tape tIm:e or four times. 
the '90s are almost here, since it's There' s a wonderful expression in I don't come that cheap. the Great and Powerful. With my 
French: Le m ot juste. It career and economic future in the sandwich around the middle of the 
since has b~n years anyone 
d13gnOSed a brand-new, exciting means,'T he right word." As in, 
eating disorder. "There are alJ kinds of words 
As a resuJt of this, magazines like floating around IJUt there wh ich 
might be 'acceptable' or yen 'Sure, Self and Seventeen are teetering on 
why nol? ' bu there is only onethe brin k of a nkruptcy . 
word thai has an almost mystical Subscriptions have fall en off 
drasticall y in the last few years. rightness about it: 
Nobody is that interested in fashion , And in restauram dining, I believe 
there is always one entree on thif there isn't some traumatic eating­
related story CO NE WOMAN' S menu whose rightness is nearly 
DIET FROMHELL'') to go with it. immutable in its purity. Angelic 
choirs always sing silently j ust off­However, if I mention to you this 
one particular eating disorder which camera when this entree is ordered 
I'm aware of, you'll probably by anyone. 
And I always order somethingelse.recognize it right away, although I 
Hence, I have always said, 'Thedon't think it has a proper Latin 
man I marry shall be tall, suave, name yet You know, when you go 
k ind, Harvard-educaled and he mostout to a restaurant and there is 
allow me to publicly eaL food off his someone sitting next 10 you who is 
supposedly studying his or her plate." 
As far as I can see, this is themenu. BUL what he or she is really 
doing, is peeking longingly over minimum requirement for keeping 
a relationship viable. Any man who the 10 of the menu and staring at 
says, "Order your own," is a man whatever it is you' re eating? And 
sooner, or later, you KNOW this 	 who can hardly Ue relied on., or lets 
say to hold ODIO you if you blewperson is going to tap you on the 
away in a tornado or othershoulder and say, "Yoo-hoo, there, 
Miss - - What is that you' re eating? threatening natural air mass. 
You know this law, as well as I do,That just looks 80-0-0 tasty." 
if you are a victim of cQvetomexia.And then, what always happens 
nexL (this is a very complex eating You say 10 the waiter, "Which do 
disorder involving usually a cast of you recommend, Chip? The bluefish 
of the pasta?" and Chip says, "Theythousands - -) is: The person orders 
are both, in my opinion, equally this particular dish from the waiter, 
and when the waiter brings it, he good. And quite lavish servings, I 
might add."always says, "BUL 	 that's not the 
same thing." So you order the bluefish, and when 
And then he resumes staring at it arrives it is hidingunderagigantic 
weightless be of lettuce, where you you longingly for the rest of the 
will never locate itwithout use ofanmeal. 
have decided to christen this electron microscope. And then you 
date's order arrives, and you woulddisease "covetomexia," from the 
Eleventh Commandment of Fine need a shipping crane to life it onto 
Dining: "Thou S~t Not Covet the table. Tnis is always why I enjoy 
dining with my youngt'l sisters: IfThe Fellow Diner's Entree." 
But I can hardly pass judgmenton they tty to publicly prevent mefrom 
the people who suffer from this. I eating off their plates. I can swat 
them. However, this rarely becomesam probably guiltier of this disease 
that anyone I know. necessary: I usually point to a spot 
I am one of those people doomed just over their shoulders and say , 
'Isn't that Jackie Onassis overto choose the secret rubber chicken 
The Minority Business Students Association [MBSA] 
Cordially invites you to a 
Black History Celebration 
On Sunday, February 26, 1989. 
Enclosed is an itinerary of events. 
'~'-Cl~ 
T olla S. Ander son 
President, MBSA 
Black History Celebration Itinerary 
Sunday, February 26, 1989 
• 	 1 :00 pm Film: "Legacy ofa Dream" 

Place: Nick's Place 

• 	 7:00 pm Speaker: Alajamaya Green 

Place: North Dining Room 

• 	 8:30 pm Performance: The Swan Duo 

Place: The Rotunda 

• 	 9:30 pm Poetry Readings by Students 

Candlelight Vigil 

Place: The Rotunda 

I 
my fKJY, eveRY M(}((NlNtJ 
fi}f{ ef&IfT YCIll?5 NCfII . 
FIFTY hi/WON ~1(5 
Hllve WIITCHW )()(j 
WfTHOIJT ANY 
t UJTH€-5 
ON. 
./ 
OOZBA LL 
SLOGA 
S 
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COWGE PIiISS SSMCI 
SAA is sponsoring its 

annual slogan contest 

for ooozball. 

If you have an 

original s logan please 

submit it to Box 3120 

By March 2 , 989 

1ST PRIZE 

Dinner for two at the 

Heritage Room 

($30 gift certifica te) 

ACROSS 
1 Moccasin 

4 Evaluates 

9 Paddle 

12 Goddess of 
healing 
13 Musical drama 
14 Consumed 
15 Confidence 
17 Distended 
19 Flesh 
21 Weight of India 
22 Argua 
25 Title of respect 
29 Spanish art icle 
30 Renovate 
32 Epic sea tale 
33 Gratuity 
35 Lavishes 
londess on 
37 Fall behmd 
38 Short jacket 
40 Harvests 
42 Roman 1001 
43 Repulse 
45 Eccentric 
47 A state: abbr. 
49 Location 
50 Touching 
54 Wants 
57 Veneration 
58 Earn 
60 Cry of cow 
61 Wager 
62 Zodiac sign 
63 Stitch 
DOWN 
1 Fondle 

2 Ventilate 

3 Fragment 

4 Revolved 

5 News-

gathering 

org. 

6 Spread lor 

drying 

The 
Weekly 
Crossword 
Puzzle 
10 Devoured7 Goddess 01 11 Crimsondiscord 
16 Scorch8 Capital 01 
18 MacawsOregon 
9 Grain 20 Choir voice 
22 Hinder 
23 Choice part 
24 Mediterranean 
vessel 
26 Pigeon pea 
27 Trumpeter bird 
28 Enchantment 
31 Has on one 's 
person 

34 Parent: colloq. 

36 Dashes 

39 Tidy

_+--+--1 4 1 Surl it 
44 South Amer ican 
animal 

46 Abounds 

48 Genus of 

maples 

50 Engineer's 

compartment 

51 Be In debt 

52 Seine 

53 Prefix: three 

55 Female deer 

S6 Seed 
59 That is: abbr. 
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Japanese Management, YOUR LITTLE 
continued from p. 1 BROTHERofit's new car warehouse. 
He explained that most 
car manufacturing plants by Michael Cajn him ifhe cauldron across !he street 
store cars in a one layer to lIle markelto pick up some soda. 
parking 10L However, Ibis He gets bigger every time I see "For how much,' he replies.
totally computerized him. His smallJegs are developing "How about a quarter." I say. 
StnlCture stands thirteen ahead of the rest of his body. His "Ha. . .forget it That won't even 
stories high. The slides of head grows larger without losing buy me a pack of basebaJl cards. A 
the warehouse made it the boyi hgrin on his face. He is my dollar or nothing." he says. 
easy for the students to lillie brother Scott, age 9. He now What's happened to this kid'l A 
relate to this sits completely absorbed watching year ago bc would jump through a 
technologically advanced the Iatestepisodeof"GhosLbusters. ,. window for a quarter and now lIle 
breakthrough. I ask him what he did this week pricehas risen to a dollar. I doubt he 
"When I learned that r 
'Q 
i in school. "Aww.. Nothing," be knows aboul inflation. I think: J'll 
cot1ld actually visit .. replies. try a different tactic. Maybe I willoToyota. I rearranged my "Did you read anything appeal lO bis emotions and that 
whole visit," revealed i exciting?" I ask. brotherly bond that keeps us 
Heiko. While visiting the i He describes reading this book together, 
.cplant he became .. aboul this cXlr30rdinary fat person. "Listen SCOll, I'm really thirsty 
impressed by the number He even shows me a drawing of the and I don't feel well at all. Could 
of suggestions that each I obese main character. This however you please get me some soda?" I I! 
employee wasrequired lo < doe notswpriseme. Scoll'sfavorile beg. 
give. About every two book last year was called The Twits. "Get it yourself. The fresh air 
weeks a suggestion was An Inside Look At Nlssan I ask him ifhe has read any ofthe will do you good." he replies. 
books I gave him last week. How do you like thal! My cule
circles," Heiko stated. 
" 0," ac; he continues lo stare at linJe brother is a sman-alec brat J APICS will be hosting a plant tour the TV. have taken him to the movies and to Trifari on March 22. Anyone On the screen Slimmer i his basketbaJl games and he can' tinterested can conta 1 Dr. Sunil complaining about the size of do one little thing for me. Now its 
Babbar at 232-6437, another evil ghost. time to get lOugh. 
"Well ... what did you do with "SCOlt, get my soda, or I'll bum 
them, Scott?" I query. every single one of your baseball 
"I lent them to some ofmy friends cards." I whjsper in my Clinteal 

and if they don't return them I get Eastwood voice. 

six bucks. I even made them sign a "'Well...if you do that I'll go in 

coooac!," he declares. your room while you're away at 

I begin to wonder what univcrsity college and melt your stereo," he 
he is attending. I commend his quitely responds gazing back at the 
creation of fmes for his library TV screen. 
Estate, 

Continued 

collection but remind him that some I thought about this comller­
people never return library books. threat for a minute them pulled out 
Later during the weekend, I ask two dollars and gave them to Scan . from p.3 

After you've been an agent for a 
per year. Some people also leave few years , many more paths will 
the field because of the evening and 
average somewhere around $8,000 
open to you. These include broker, 
weekend work required and the need corporate real estate officer, real 
to be a self- tarter. estate counselor, land developer, ,."." I.JIItJty 11 ........."111 U.S. ­
home builder, real estate educator, ---­" ""."Agents who survive the fIrst year Order cmIog Today with YISa/Me or coodo better, and the average income appraiserandgovemmentreaI estate 
of f 1-' a . "1~1 
....$40,000. You will be more Some students who don't wanl to Or, rush $2.00 to: ...... 111111.~ 
successful in the field if you know start as agents enter the field through 11322 IdIhD Ave. 1'lfIr".IJIs AngIIIs. CA tIOO25 
the com mu nity, have some property management. In this field 
knowledge of housing, have good you can start in a position such as an 
interpersonal skills, are willing 10 apartment complex manager and 
work hard and are malure. work up to an executive level. 
FIR T Y AR 0 HE JOB 
WHAT'S IT REALLY LIKE?? 
Featuring 1988 graduates 

who "vi11 share their 

candid experiences 

Monday, February 27 

6:30pm 

Faculty Dining Room 

Topics include: 
Relocating to a new city Training programs 
Moving Back Home Life in Pub lie Accounting 
I•hate my first job Life as a sales person 
Adjusting as a professional Women in a male industry 
Sponsored By SAA & Career Services 
collected from each ofthe thousands 
of workers. "That's how oyota 
turned lh ir mpany around 
ovem ighl," he said. 
" J apa n 's approa h towards 
management is not authori tarian. 
Th ir altitude is: 'How can we 
leverage the human taJent inside of 
the organization?' And they do this 
with suggestions and quality 
Drury Diletntna, 

c tinue from . 2 
revenue could be disbursed among knows where the referees for the 
all the varsity teams. We attribute Men's Soccer ga me vs. 
this lack of interest in the Men's Northeastern were, especially 
Basketball Program directly 10 Athletic Director Drury. 
Coach Leon Drury. 3) Tbe Women's Soccer Team 
Despite Coach Drury' s poor received a shipment ofchcap, rubber 
record, an Athletic Director orcoach game balls that were incapable of 
should never be solely judged on a . boon ing. 
win-loss ratio alone. An Athletic 4) Mr. Drury was quoted as 
DireclOr should be judged on his saying to several student intramural 
communicatiOl abilities with directors that be is doing a horrible 
athletes, studen ts, coaches,and other job and can't handle beiog both 
administrators. Furthermore, an Athletic Director and Men's 
Athletic Director is responsjble for Basketball Coach. 
ensuring the smooth operation f th 5) The Bryant tropby case is 
entire athletic p rogram. For Coach overcrowded, bas broken objects, 
Drury, communicating with the lacks organization, has pricestick ers 
athletes is almost nonexistent. This ($.55) on the paper backing and 
unheaJthy attitude is exemplified at does not display current varsity 
the Sports Banquet eacb year. He athletes ' awards. 
talks about c ertain a thlete's We can only imagine the stories 
accomplishments, when in fact he other learns might have that we have 
has never met that athlete and quite never heard. 
possibly could not pick that athlete We would, bowever, like to show 
out of the room. our gratitude to several individuals 
We also question his motive ~ r fam iliar to the Bryant sports 
attending certain varsity sporting program. Mr. Leslie LaFond , Vice 
ven . We feel he has more of a President ofStudentAffa' , wh se 
negati ve effect than a positive one presence is always appreciated. His 
when heauendgames. Heis seldom sincerity and emoLion are always an 
seen and when he is seen it appears inspiration lo aU athletes who know 
lotheathletes that he is fulfilling his and feel his presence. Mr. Robert 
job tillemstead ofhaving a personal RealI. lnLramuraJ Drrector, is the 
interesl. We find ourselves driving force behind sludents 
attempting La d well for the school becoming mvoJved in athletic here 
as well as for ourselves, but wben at Bryant Coach Reali know more 
we begin to think of the credit Mr tudents on campus than any other 
Drury rcceives because of our administrator or facullY 
accompli hments, it gives us an representative. Whetllcr it is varsity 
inner feeling of hatred or even orimmmural evcnts,onecan always 
remorse. find Coach ReaJl observing. 
Spons Informauon releases are We want LO state !hal this lelter 
very popular here at Bryanl but it i was nOl a basty aUempL to smearour 
a hame tllat these pamphlets and Athletic Departlllcnt's reputation. 
brochures are published months All of us takG great pride in 
after their u efulness. These competing for Bryant College, as 
pamphlets are notonly outdatedbut between us we have accumulated 
are of p oor quality, lack flv All-American awards, five AJl­
personalization and are abundant New England awards, and 12 A1]­
with factual and grammaticaJ errors. Conference selections. 
As an exanlple, in December a The seriousness of this article is 
pamphlet was released concerning not intended 10 offend any students, 
theBryantMen'sSoccerTeam.This but merely to let our feelings be 
pamphlet was a mockery as it noted known so that changes can be made 
severaJ key players to watch for in to improve Bryant athletics. For the 
the upcoming season that had community, for the faculty, for the 
a lready played their final career coaches, for the current varsity 
game for Bryant Co llege in early athletes. and for the ones who will 
November. beauending this prestigious college 
Here is a list of othe r in the future, we implore thaI our 
achievements which we credit lo opinions be acknowledged and 
Leon Drury: considered by the administrators 
1) After Gary Young was who will be choosing the path this 
declared ineligible, at the end of the institution will follow. 
season, almost causing the Bryant Paul Alderucci, Co-Cap tain, 
Golf Team to miss the National Men's Soccer 
Champions hi ps, Mr. Dm ry's Silverio Araujo, Co-Captain . 
response to why be did not check Men's Soccer 
Gary's eligibility with the NCAA DavidFrench, Co-Captain, 
was, "They're always busy and in Men's Golf 
meetings," Sandy Wilson, Co-Captain, 
2) On October 5, 1987, no one Women's Soccer 
11131477... 
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ANNOUNCEME 
AIDS Awareness Day ATT~NTION SUMMER GRADS 
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN MAY '89 
On Tuesday February 28th, as part of the AIDS awareness week,AND SUMMER SESSION '89 PLEASE 
there will be an open discussion with a victim of the deadly CHECK YOUR NAME AND HONORS FOR 
immunodeficiency vim .The presentation is the culmination of a great THE COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM 
deal of planning by the Bryant College AIDS task force . Some of thePOSTED IN THE REGISTRAR 'S OFFICE. 
students involved with the group include Rodney Riley and Tracy 
Warrender. It is their hope that a direct encounter with an AIDS victim 
will be an important step forward in allaying fears and prejudices that 
much of society holds against AIDS victims. The AIDS task force 
urges all students to attend this extremely important discussion which 
will take place at 7:30pm in Dorm 15. 
WORD PERFECT MAKE-UP EXAMS 
Students who were enrolled in XC 011 Word Processing 

Module during Fall, 1988, semester may now SIGN UP for 

make-up examinations, which are scheduled for 11 :00 a.m. 
 WANTED: 

in Room 369 on March 2, 3, 13, 16, 17, and 20. Students 
will be required to show their Bryant picture I.D. to sign up Information on for the examination. See Mrs. Lingren in Faculty Suite K. 
Exams will be limited to 18 students per section. Students Four students from the Oxford Union Debate 

will be permitted to take only one make-up this semester. 

the person(s) 
Society will be coming to debate at Bryant on 
, Word Processing Module administrators will assume responsible for Wednesday, April 19. Four students are needed 

you are planning to take the exam on the day for which you 
 to represent Bryant at the debate on the 19th. damaging the 
sign your name. Students who do not show up to take the Tryouts will be held on Thursday, March 2. All glass doorexam on that day, will forfeit their opportunity to take the Bryant students are welcome to tryout. Anyone 

make-up examination this semester. Remember to bring 
 interested should send a letter to Box 10 or call 

your Bryant 1.0. to the examination lab, Room 369 in the 

leading into the 
the SPB office at 232-6118, by Monday, February UnistructureUnistructure. 27. Please include your name, Phone #, and Box 
#. You will be contacted to schedule a time for 
your tryout. 
from the Bell 
Tower that was 
Oxford Debate damaged on 
Thursday 
ebruary 16, 
n :OOpm H.I.M. CAREER NIGHT and lO:OOpm. 
Please call orAttention H.LM. majors: B.H.A. and the 

Office of Career Services are sponsoring a 
 write to Chief 
career night, Tuesday~ February 28th · the Job Oggortunifies Wheeler in 
South Dining Hall. Four speaker in the Public Safety. field will be featured. 
The following jobs are just a few of the many part itme jobs 
that are currently a ailable. For more information about these 
j bs and others, contact the office of student employment, 
located with career services in the unistructure. 
CODE NO. 246 CODE NO. 239 Posi tion: Various Restauran t Position: Prep Cook Location: Little Campton Location: Ron's (Smithfield) R.I. AD CLUB SCHOLARSHIP Hours : Weekends April &Hours : to be discussed May Pay rate: to be discussed Pay rate: depend s on jobProvidence, Rhode Island. February 15, 1989. The Rhode Island Advertising Club 

announced today that thi spring it will award a $2000 scholarship to a college student 
 CODE No. 247CODE NO. 240interested in pursuing a career in ommunications. Position: Receptionist Position: Sales/MarketingThe scholarship has been named in memory of Norman R. McKittrick, R.I. Ad Club Location: SeekonkLocati n: North Providence Hours : to be discussedpresident in 1982-1983, who was dedicated to serving the advertising industry, and Hour : to be discussed Pay rate: to be discussed supportive of young people who were interested in careers in communication. Pay rate: base on comm. 

Applicants must be full-time students, who have completed their first semester 
 CODE NO. 248CODE 0.241 freshman year, or are currently enrolled in their sophomore, junior, or first semester senior P sition: 1YPISTPosition: Restaurant people Location: Providence year. Their career focus must be in a communications-related field, such as advertising, Location: Cranston Hours : 17-20public relations, graphic design, marketing, etc. Eligibility is restricted to residents ofR.1. Hours : Depends on job Pay rate: to be discussedor nearby Mass. Pay rate: negotiable + tips 

Applications are available througb college marketing or advertising deparnnents, or 
 CODE NO. 249 CODE NO. 242through the R.I. Ad Club office at 18 Imperial Place, Providence, R.I. 02903; telephone Position: Fiscal CleTl,·Position: Aerobics Instructor Programmer273-8340.Thedeadline for applications is March 31. The award winner will be announced Location: Providence Location: Providence by April 30, 1989. Hours ; Flexible Hours : 15This is the R.I. Ad Club s firsts holarshlp award. It has been funded by proceeds from Pay rate: negotiable Pay rate: to be discussed
recent Ad Club Auctions. 

Members of the Scholarship Committee are: Lorena MclGttrick of ¥cKittrick Design 
 CODE NO. 250CODE NO. 245Associates; Pattie Campellone, Account Supervi or at Duffy & Shanley, Inc.; David Position: OfficePosition; Vendor Location: Johnston Dunbar, Publisher ofProvidence Busines New ; Linda Kurtz. Employee Communication Location: Providence 

Specialist at G-Tech; John Lentz ofLentz Management· Steve Maurano. Vice President 
 Hours : 4-12pmor 1/2 shift 

of Duffy & Shanley. Inc.; and Debbie Morais President of Communication Works 
 Pay rate: $60.00 a night 
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Photos by Michae{ 130ya 

Vice PresIdent for Student Affairs, Les LaFond 
inspects the vjew from a Dorm 16 window 
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The partially completed Dorm 16 lobby 
A construction worker installs part of the heatjng system Les LaFond and Melissa Wood size up A future suite's living room 
a new room 
Donn 16 Project Manager John Larson, Melissa Wood, Les LaFond, 
and Mike Howard view the future Health Services Center 
Electricians confer on the wiring of the third 
flOC( 
1. a.. True 
At the current rate. there could be as many Americans 
.infected with the AIDS antibody by 2010 as there now are 
resldents. 2••b 220 
By the end of 1988 the number had grown to 220. 
3. c. United States 
AIDS has been reported in 129 countries with the United 
States omCially reporting by far the most. Unomcial 
estimates maybe higher in other countries. 
4. &. A VIrus 
The ViIus is most cOIIUDonly referred to as HJV or Human 
Immune DeOeocy Virus, Il slowly destroys the body's 
1mmune system and can directly strike and debilitate 
the brain, 
5. b. False 
Some people infected with the AIDS virus may not produce 
antibodies untO several monlhs after exposure to the virus, 
In addition, many people infected with the virus and v.1th 
a positive blood test may show no symptoms fro~ two to 
ten years, 
6. a. True 
As yet, there Is no known cure for AIDS, which is why 
education about stopping Lhe spread of the disease is so 
important. There is a wide range of medical research 
currently underway. including the development of a 
vaccine that will cause the body's immune system to 

produce effective antibodies to the AIDS virus. 

7. c. Sharing IV drug needles 
Intravenus drug users who share needles contaminated 
with the AIDS virus are now contracting AIDS at a hIgher 
rate than any otherhJgh-risk group. 
8. b. False 
A lat&x condom with nona.xynol 9 on 11 is the only effective 
form ofbirth control to prevent the spread of AIDS. Still 

even condoms are not lOOOA> effective, 

9. L True . 
Men AND Women are equally susceptible to contracting 
AIDS. In fact, while it is true that more men than women 
have been diagnosed with AIDS In the UnlLed States, In 

other countries the disease has been found in equal 

numbers between the sexes, 

10, d, AU of the above 

Abstinence is the only sure way Lo avoid getting AIDS. 
11. 4. AU of the above 
In truth. no sex is "safe." For safer sex, all of the above 

should be practiced. 

12. a. True 
AIDS is transmitted through an exchange of blood or 

sex:ual fluids. no matter how that exchange is made. 
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PERSONALS 

Dorm 10-21O's ; More bananas Did you guys know my dads' an I can't figure which is worse - the 
Friday???? elecuician? arthritis or the significant weight 
loss! 
Barb - we're going to Disney! !! ­ Skippy-they have blankets in 
Carolyn Alaska. Jorge, Scan, Phil & Bill sorry we 
were so loud! Carole & Dawn 
Oh, my godITwo hoursl Ok,iliat's 8 days leftIOrlando here we come 
fair! There's a first time for We hope we're sLill welcome_ 

everything! 
 Highl no. Sunday - yes! 
Michael- thanks for thewalk home. 
You are so badl D&CSheaffy - you proved my dream to 
be wrong
Double coupons are still in effect! Jay, when is the watennelon 
Dave - forgel your keys lately? baairspray coming in? 
Rusty. I told yOll I was a jerk! 
WELCOME BACK BETSY!!!!!! 
~::::::::::::::::::::: : : : ::: :::;::::::::::: : :: :: :::::::::::: ::::!:::::!:::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::~:::::::: :::~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: ::::::::::::::.:::::::: : :~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::: : ::::;:::::::::::::::: :;:~:::;::;::::::::::;::~:: : : ::::~i 
1;[: Here's Your Chance! [I 
II :\1 
I I 
~t You can he: :~~~t~:~~:~~~ition !I 
~ ~ 
The Delta Chi International Fraternity 
is now recruiting m em bers 
F o r m o r e info rm a t i o n , cont a ct 
:=:= Max Goecker Gary Sanford 
Nat i nal Repres entative 3 - 43l!!~ 2 3 2 - 24 0 0 ext. 4 2 4 ~m { 
.• "Destiny is ;~~t~::~t~~;:;e~,?ance . it is a ••• 
Ii -Williams Jennings Bryan :~ 
.~~ - _.. _......... -_ ...... _. .......... .. . .. -. _ ..... -. . - .. _... ._.......... _.. .. . .-.:;:; 

~:::::::::::::::;:;:;:.:::::::::;;;:::::::::::::::;:;:;;:;;;::;;;;::::::;;:;;:::; ;; :.:-:.:.:-:-:.:-:-:.:.;.:.:.;.:.:-:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:-;-:.:.:. :.;-:. :. :.;-:.:-:.: .;-:.: .:.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;. :.:.:. ;.;-:.:-;.;.;.:.:.;.:.;. ;.:.;. :-:-:.:.:.:-; .;.:-:.:.:.:.:.:;;.: 
Amy - you can call me Al!! 
The demons have taken over Mau's 
body 
Dude, you're up 
--~------------
Whalifwe we'realJ onrollerskates 
atAlmac' __ . 
Michele - thank you for being the 
wind beneath my wings - you are 
my hero! 
Karen - thanks for dinner - next 
Lime let's watch Swimsuit:Thc 
Movie. 
Mi sy - did you find out what Tom 
looks like yet? 
Hey Emma - it's college! 
Joe, Mckenzie laId me LO tell you 
to go out & pJay hand all against 
the curb! 
If pledges get the weekend off, 
sh uldn'( they all be together? 
Just exactly how many animals 
were hanging from that spoon? 
Missy - has it happened wi th 
anyone else in the room? 
Good iuck BSO pledges! 
Great job Mary & Julie! 
Bezo senior party hearty 
Congrats to all the new Greeks! 
Tracey your witand charm amazes 
me! I can 't wait to play racquetball 
with ya babe! 
Linnette - who tried 10 scoop you? 
WillI ever find a roommate who 
will gl \ "C me couch duty just once?? 
Mis - Slay way from that 
Ii rtili7 r-it causes aT) re uI !! 
Dave- How s your ears .. ? 
Happy birthday Carole! 22! Wow 
you're geuing old!! 
Cindy and Carole - when' s the 
next adventure??? CEO 
Chris, your dog has no mannerJ 
Grumpy, Cindy and Carole 
Cindy - can you drink yet? 
E1 -- Any hot water heater 
problems lately? 
Security•thanks for aspeedy rescue 
from the Hood! 
Carole, too bad the cal didn't 
drown, huh? 
Fl, F3 and E2 Thanks for the use 
of the shower !! 
DiZzY -HAPPY 22nd 

BlRTHDAYI YOU'RE SO OLD 

Tll1\T YOU CAN'T EVEN 
REMEMBER WHEN YOUR 
BIRTHDAY IS!! 
RevengeofLh Nerds Part 3: Delta 
Chi 
Alex, I thought you had a brain! 
Kurt, there' s more to life than your 
rcsum 
Sharon - how do. yOll think I' II look 
in clogs and a floral wrap-around 
skirt?? 
Bob - next time we go to Logan 
we ' ll buy tickets! Keep dreaming 
you have magical powers! 
Amy, ski 93! Have you been to 
Bretton Woods lately! You still have 
not won a game of pictionary in RI 
yet! Is the ocean really never ending! 
JVM Skis! 
Sean Carroll - Are you Oll t there 
anywhere??? 
Come to our Happy Hour this 
time!! 
and thanks Craig 
Vinny Raul & Brenda thanks for 
everything, Craig 
T m - thanks for keeping me 
company this weekend 
McKenna - was he really the only 
one left? Or is that just the easy 
explanation for picking up a guy?? 
McKenna - we live in donn I ,not 
onn 9!! 
MENU FOR THE WEEK 

THrlBS.DAY 
Breakfast 
Com Muffins 
'Ass!. Ba.gels 
Asst Donuls 
French Wafnes 
Hard Cooked Eggs 
Eggs to Order 
Tomato & Cheese Omelet 
Home Fned Potatoes 
"Hot Cereal 
Lunch 
Cream of MUshroom Soup 
Chef Salad Pita 
' Cheese Pizza 
Pepperoni Pjzza 
Ham Noodle Casserole 
'Green Beans 
Nacho Chips 
Grill & Deli Bar 
Tossed Garden Salad 
Butterscotch Brownies 
'Fresh Fruit 
Dinner 
'Baked Chicken 

' Beef Bur~un~ 

Southem lie Chicken 

"Rice 

Pancakes & Sausage 

Hash Brown Potatoes 
•Japanese Vegetables 
"Uma Beans 
Dinner Rolls 
Cherry Cake 
Lemon Squares 
"Fresh Fruit 
' Top Your Own Potato Sa 
FRIDAY 

Breakfasl 
Af.:ple Coffee Cake 

- sst Bagels 

Ass!. Donuts 

French Toast 

Hard Cooked Eggs 

Eggs 10 Order 

Sausaa!Omelet 
Hash wn Potatoes 
"Hot Cereal 
Lunch 
N.E. Clam Chowder 

FL Long Hot Do~s 

Clam Cakes & ed 

Chowder 
Chicken ala King 
'OUled Chicken In Pita 
Baked Beans 
'Carrots 
Grill & Deli Bar 
Cole Slaw 
French Fries 
Congo Bars 
'Fresh Fruit 
Dinner 
' Baked Fish Almandine 
' Steak & Onions in a 
Pita 
Phili Cheese Steak 
Tortellini Carbonara 
L~nnaise Potatoes 
• mmer Squash 
"Sliced Harvard Beets 
'Roasted Potatoes 
French Bread 
Marble Cake 
Carrot Cake 
'Fresh Fruit 
S.ATURDAY 
Brunch 
Ass!. Muffins 
"Asst. Bagels 
Asst. Donuts 
Sau~e Unks 
Pan es 
Hard Cooked Eggs 
Eggs to Order 
Potato Puffs 
Beef Barley Soup 
BBO Beef Sancmich 
'Baked Sluffed Potato 
Patty Melts 
Hot Dogs 
'Spinach 
Potato Chips 
"Deli Bar 
Grapenut Custard 
Fresh Fruit 
Dinner 
Cheddar Burgers wI 
Mushrooms 
"Shri~ Creole 
'Top our Own Burger 
California Quiche 
Rice Pilaf 
"Mixed Vegetables 
"Cauliflower 
-Rice 
Dinner RoUs 
Cheesecake 
81uebe~ Pie Squares 
"Fresh ruit 
S.UNDAY 
Brunch 
Asst Muffins 

.Assl Bagels 

Ass!. Donuts 
Bacon 
Apple Fntters 
Hard Cooked Eggs 
Eggs 10 Order 
Home Fried Potatoes 
Beef V~etable Soup 
Stuffed eppers 
Pa~Melts 
Hot ,5
"Tuna ntipasto in Pita 
"Com 
Potato Chips 
Deli Bar 
Peanut Butter Cake wf 
PBlcing 
D'-Fresh FruitInner 
'Roast Tur1tey wI Dressing 
& Gravy 
Lasagne wI Sauce 
Liver & Onions 
' Shells & Sauce 
' Mashed Potatoes 
' Peas 
'Carrots 
Dinner Roll. 
Ice Cream Sundae Bar 
'Fresh Fruit 
* 
.. 

MQN!J.AY 

Breakmsl 
AssLBagels 

Ass\. Donuts 

Chocolate Chip 

Pancakes 
Hard Cooked Eggs 
Eggs 10 Order 
Coun:rr: Style Eggs
Home ried Potatoes 
"Hot Cereal 
lunch 
Tomato Soup 
"French Bread Pizza 
Fish Sticks 
Beef Fried Rice 
"Zucchini 
Potato Chips 
Grill & Deli Bar 
German Potato Salad 
Marble Cake wI White 
Icing 
'Fresh Fruit 
Dinner 
Roast Pori< wf Gra~ 
Macaroni & Meatba Is 
'Baked Fish Florentine 
'Pork Fried Rice 
AGfle Sa.uce 
' occoll Spears 
'Com 
'Roasted Potatoes 
Escalloped Potatoes 
French Bread 
Lemon Cake wIlemon 
Icing 
Chocolate Cake wI 
Chocolate Icing 
•Fresh Fruit 
TrlES.DAl 

Breakfast 
French Crumb Cake 

Ass! Bagels 

ASSl Donuts 

French Waffles 

Hard Cooked Eggs 

E~9S to Order 

C ease Omelet 

Potato Puffs 

'HOI Cereal 

LUnch 
S~t Peas Soup
" afood Pasta Salad 
Grilled Pastrami on Club 
Cheese Ravioli wI Sauce 
Seafood Salad Roll 
'Green Beans 
French Fries 
Grill & Dell Bar 
Chocolate Cream 
Squares 
Adirondack Salad 
'Fresh Fruit 
Dinner 
"Roast Chicken 
Roast Top Round of Beef 
Au Jus 
Chick Filet W/Gra~ 
"Spinach Strombo I 
Baked Potato 
Carrots 
Wax Beans 
Dinner. Rolls 
A~ple Sauce Cake 
C erry Cobbler 

Fresh Fruit 

WEDNES,DAY 
Breakfast 
81uebe~ Muffin 

"Ass! Bagels 

ASSl Donuts 

French Toast 

Hard Cooked Eggs 

Eggs to Order 

Bacon Omelet 

Hash Brown Potatoes 

"Hot Cereal 

Lunch 
Cream of BmccoIi Soup 
Litt1e Abner 
Hot Pocket Sand. 
"Beef, Macaroni & Tomatc 
'Peas 
Potato Chips 
Grill & Deli Bar 
Pasta Primavera 
Oatmeal Cookies 
' Fresh Fruit 
Dinner " 
'Roast Turk~ 
'Steak Teny 

Seafood Newbu~ 

Turkey Cutlet wf ravy 

' White Rloo 

"Brussel ~OUI5 

'Summer uash 

Italian Bread 

Boston Cream Cake 

French Nut Loaf 

"Fresh Fruit 

i 
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GREEK NEWS 

BD( 
Hope everyone had a fine long 
weekend, because the brothers that 
stayed had a fine time. 
The madness started on Thursday. 
Rex, Jan, and Iggy went out ofdoors 
to start. Jan didn't get back in any 
condition to communicate however. 
For thal mauer, neither did Iggy or 
Rex. The brothers that stayed home, 
made the best of it, including Gator 
and Homer. All who slarted sooner 
or later knew what the conclusion 
ofthe night would be - not a happy 
morning. 
Cheerful hour on Frida y afternoon 
was another great event A li llie 
Scat in the suite started everyone on 
their way and a few other things 
kept us going well past midnight, 
actuall y past two. 
Saturday, there were seven 
brothers left It was a night that was 
made for brothers. One significant 
run to the packy and the rest is 
history. 
Pertaining to the suite: Telly and 
Mongo are the number one suspects, 
although neither one of them is 
admitting it 
Pertaining to Elroy: What's the 
deal with the rumor going around? 
True or False? 
Pertaining to Vic: 0 - you justgot 
laced! 
Saturday beat all nights that we've 
had in awhile. What do you say we 
top it this weekend? I think that it 
shouldn't be a problem '" 
Awwwww, Mama,can this reall y 
be the end? 
The second week of pledging 
has passed us and while everyone 
else has begun HELL WEEK, we 
have not. We still have another two 
weeks of business to take care of. 
Wh;>,l a sha me! Anyway, 
'oogratulations goes out to our 
pledges on their runaway 1st place 
victory at the Pledge Follies. Our 5 
pledges stole the show with a unique 
skit of raw talent. A party was 
enjoyed by all. 
In other news, the brothers 
enjoyed a couple of free days this 
weekend away from the pledges, or 
at least that was the purpose. We 
were entertained Friday night by 
Trimarco's sister and the not yet 
forgotten DO. We ali missed Herbie 
this weekend as he was fi lling in his 
appointed position as Alpha Phi's 
advisor and chauffeur. Herbie has 
added red lights to the top of his 
Dodge and is waiting for the custom 
paint job. 
In Delta sports, the A team is 
cruising with a 3-1 record. Our 
dominating win over TE was 
awesome as we never let them get 
within six points. Oh Yea, we 
performed that task with 5 guys, as 
usual. The other win came ov r 
Beta, wh must have been too 
embarrassed from their season 
opening loss to us and failed to 
show up Monday night for the 
rematch. F igures. Our hockey 
season is over. Thank God! That' s 
all. 
Oh, almost forgot We beat that 
greatbunch ofguys with a common 
interest 7-6. 
<l>rN 
The brothers had a wonderful time 
spending their long weekend with 
the less fortunate youngsters at the 
Rhode Island McDonald' s House. 
We went swimming, played softball, 
and even learned some new arts and 
crafts. Dr. Jim Bums even came 
down to give the young men 
physicals to assure their good heal th. 
All in all the weekend was great, but 
in noway should be seen as a rushing 
event 
Bowie is still working as a security 
guard at Almac' s on Mineral Spring 
Ave. He wears a badge and has 
polyester pants. He also has never 
caught anyone doing anything so if 
you need some grocery items at a 
disc ount fin d Bowie's work 
schedule . 
In Phi Sig sports B rian Singer is 
the balls. He is tall, strong and has a 
great personality. He is fun to hang 
out with, never is annoying and 
picks up girls every weekend, Brian 
is brother of the year. 
Good luck to those organizations 
finishing up their pledge programs 
this week. And don't worry four 
weeks IS w 11 worth itlo bea brother 
of Delta Chi, 1 mean Delta Sigma 
Chi. 
Congratulations to Shawn on his 
engagement to Champ. He should 
be very proud to join the WinslOn 
family and he can now carry on the 
Bedard name giving birth 10 eight 
K-9 trolls a year. 
L\8 
Hello again!!! Well, aU pledges 
are still 19 strong and still plugging 
away. Keep up the great work and 
remember your goal! Sisterhood is 
worth it! 
Congratulations to the pledges 
of Della Sigma Chi who took flfSt 
place in thc~ Pledge Follies; as well 
as the pledges of Bela Sigma 
Omicron who proved to be a united 
front and took third place; ... and 
most of all to our p ledge class, the 
Inchoiring Minds who took second 
place - you guys were awesome and 
made us proud!! ! Curbi made her 
social debut as co-Me with Pope 
from TEP - sporting that hot leather 
skirt and spikes, we almost didn't 
recognize you!! Afterwards, both 
pledges and sisters settled down to 
a great time at either the Comfort or 
McMannis's (depending on one's 
taste) . 
Saturday night proved to be very 
interesting, thanks to Droid who 
brought the party to our floor. Too 
bad he didn't take responsibility for 
it afterwards. (No hard feelings, 
really I) Meanwhile that night, 
Kristen used some ofher best assets 
to win the gameof Thumper, hands 
down. Psycho hit our floor with his 
usual flair - just make YOllfSclf at 
home, I'm sure Pam wouJdn't mind. 
Good luck to all the pledge classes 
who are almost through ... j ust hang 
in there! As for our pledges, it will 
be worth it in the end, even if you 
have to put a little more time into it 
In closing, we'd just like to wish 
Sheri a very happy 22nd birthday! 
See ya next week! 
TE<l> 
Hola eager readers, stick with it 
pledges being Greek is worth it. 
Zone gambled hIs life away and 
nearly lost his shirt in Atlantic City. 
Pope has finally got some romance 
in his life, so much for celibacy!! 
Our pledges like Dolf so much they 
have attributed a song to him, don't 
fall asleep pledges, it's not a 
nightmare! Just kidding. 
Cujo 's beer ball belly has 
subsided, he must not be eating all 
his commission profits. Did Becky 
set a new record at the hill? Gumba 
got a little out of hand Friday night 
at dinner. Sorry Bob Hospital Trust 
does not rake shredded wheal Zone 
kil led ur charter or did the ball 
have a mind of its own. Anyway 
you're both grounded for a week! ! 
The alumni were up and kiUed some 
of Nonn's glasswear and also stole 
some shirts. The wanted culprits 
that were up were: Leon, Stein, Kurt, 
and Lips. Rich Jailbert was also up 
to meet the pled6es. 
In sports, TEP-A basketball 
defeatedboth Beta and TKE. Bubba 
had a great game and Stone finally 
hit his free throws. Our record is 
now 3-0, keep up the good work 
guys. 
Quote of the weeIc "We 're going 
four boysl " 
B1:0 
Hi E veryhone! !! Well, most of 
us are down to the final days of 
pledging (hopefully) and what 
experiences we have had the last 
three weeks! S x to five to four to 
the final three-- the Muskies: Sue, 
Jo 0, and Charissa- the strong 
have survived (unlil now). Hell 
Week has been a time never to be 
forgotten so far! It's far from over 
yet, though!!! Anyways, we'd like 
to congratulate the Muskies for 
placing third in the Pledge Follies 
last week. We're proud of you!!! 
Last weekend started off with a 
Party on the floor as Shannon 
demonstrated the benefits ofhuman 
elasticity. Now was that north and 
south, east and west, up and down, 
back and forth, or side to side??? It 
doesn ' t really matter as long as the 
technique is right. Turtle amused 
herself with a true game of "Pick 
Up Sticks" and we're still waiting 
to hear whether she won or lost!!! 
Jinx and Shannon were sent on a 
mission to Delta only to be mauled 
upon arrival. No, we are not ticklish 
and yes, we still have the bruises!! 
Upon completion of the mission, 
we returned 10 the floor where an 
anxioUs group of indi viduals greeled 
us with open arms. A classic game 
of " I Never" lead 10 some startling 
astonishments--under 16????? The 
game went up in smoke to say the 
least, and a visit from passerby Curt 
and Chris topped off the night Just 
where were the two ofyou following 
each other to, anyway? 
Saturday night was another 
eventful evening on .this campus. 
The sisters who wenttoTKE's pan 
had a good time. The rest of the 
campus was pretty quiet until late 
night visitors invaded the Bezo floor. 
Once again, the pledges returned 
Sunday morning after having too 
much time offand the fun was over. 
The Bezo sisters who were MIA 
last weekend include Jackson, 
Churlay, TK, Margie, Barb, and 
Bubbles. You'll have to wait until 
next week to catch the dirt on them. 
Congratulations 10 Tau Epsilon 
Phi and Sigma Iota Beta for putting 
on pledge follies and to the brothers 
and pledges of Delta Sigma Chi for 
placing first and to the sisters and 
pledges ofSigma Lambda Theta for 
placing second. 
, Becky, what's with this new 
infatuation you seem to have with 
Delta?? W hich brings us to Jenn... 
what can I say, roommate, YOU 
WERE BAD!! 
B e Z 0 
SENIORS ... ATfENTION!!! This 
is yourlast, I repeal, LAST semester 
here-PARTY YOUR A-ES 
OFF!! Yes, Teena, we do worship 
you ...Ahhhmmmaaa T D ude !! 
Sista Mary and Jolie , you have 
done an incredible job so far... we 
love you and appreciate everything. 
Muskies, stay strong to the end. 
Togetherness is so important now. 
don't stop . You've made the right 
deci.sion all along-now prove it to 
yourselves! Don't give up on what 
you've worked so hard for. 
Good luck to all the pledges of 
each fra ternity and sorority during 
the next few da ys and especially for 
the Delta pledges who need to be 
strong for another week. Hang in 
there!!! 
Until next week ....... . 

1:IB 
With Hell Week upon us we 
would like to wish all the pledges 
the best of lnck in the last few days 
of pledging. The weekend was 
relaxing as the pledges went one 
way and the sisters another. As we 
skated on the ice, we reflected upon 
the easy direction's to the Easton's 
house. The sisters were excited to 
seeall the brothers ofPhi Epsilon Pi 
on the floor Friday. Miss Fribble 
was so excited that she poured 
oodles of noodles all over Miss 
Spritz' leg! The party continued on 
Saturday except this time on Phi 
Ep's floor. 
Sunday was the fust annual S IB 
& TKE pledge get together. The 
p ledges got to know c n another 
while the brothers and sisters were 
reunited! The pledges got a chance 
to show that tbey know "how 10 
become number one with hell week 
to go" while others are down at 
Asia! The guest star of the day was 
David Letterman and the event of 
the day was impersonations of our 
beloved sisters and brothers. 
Hopefully no offense was taken, we 
love you all! We are counting the 
days until we can proudly wear our 
colors!! 
To all the pledge classes of 1989: 
remember, stick to the fight when 
you're hardest hit - it's when things 
seem hardest that you MUS T NUT 
Our ~_~. Ioan fills the gapswith pto$80000. 

r-------------------­
Our UEl Loan fills in the gaps between tradi­ pay it back, not on the needs analysis used by I Ser.d me more on: 0 The Universal Education Loan 
tional student loans and college costs.It lets you colleges.So chal'lces are, it's an option you I 0 OtherEducation Financing Options 
borrow up to $20,000 ayear - S80,OOO total­ haven't even considered. I ____________~____________~~~me 
with an option of interest-only payments while To find out more about the UE Loan, or other I Address ________________ ___ 
the student is in school. options available through Fleet's FOCUS pack­ I CitylStatelZip____ ___ ____ _ _And the UEL loan is based on your ability to age, return this coupon. Or call1~325-5576. I PlmettJnber____________ 
I Collegl;DateofGraduatioo _______~~~ 
I 
MAIL TO' Fleet National Bank Educational Financing Department I E~ (JpportuMy lendor I P.O.Box486 PrOllidenGe, Rl 02901-9972 Be 
-~---------- - - ----- - ~ 
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GREEK NEWS 

QUIT! 
Love, The Sigma Iota Beta Pledge 
Classofl989: Cupid, Dangle. Taylor. 
Elan, Malibu, Teego, Rozay, Splash, 
Blarney. Ringo. Dundee. Foster. 
Amber. Indigo. Foxx, Felony ,Easton, 
& Ferris. 
P.S. We would like to thank all the 
Greek commuruty and all our friends 
for lite love and support they have 
given us. 
Cl>ETI 
111 Brothers of Phi Epsilon Pi 
wish all the pledges the best of luck 
for the weekend knowing you 'll 
probably need it! Our pledge are 
anxiously waiting the arrival of the 
many alumni that will be vi iting 
them this weekend. Congrats to the 
Delta pledges for their 1st place 
finish in the Pledge Fome last 
Thursday night Our boys put on a 
g {fort however Dice p icked 
n one of the judges which kinda 
ruined our chances of winning. 
cooter great though singing about 
his Oscar Meyer. 
Friday night th Big B 's took 
their li ltle B 's out to Chowdown. 
Everyone had a great time except 
the Brothers that went LO the All­
You-Can-Eat-Cat Food 
Restaurant!!! Late night, almost 
all the Brother.; went up to the 
Sibs to visilKoosh who, ofcourse, 
was already there!!! 
Saturday night was a n 
awesome time,especially because 
the pledges workcdthe~.Tim 
and TFK have now Joined the 
ranks of t3king a shower at a 
party. I'm not sure what these 
Brothers are saying, but itdoesn 't 
seem 10 be working. But Kelp 
lakes the prize for commining the 
most horror to a guest by far after 
his perfonnance. 
Last Sunday night was Steve 
Kanes night, too bad he doesn' t 
remember anything about it Good 
thing his pledge brothers were 
there to help him out. GO EVIL 
KNlEVAL GO !!!!I! 
Last week Donnie spenLa night 
causing horror by ripping down 
walls and waking everybody up. 
The plan to wake up Pedro 
backfued since he ended keeping 
everyone up after all The Dance 
suite has been renamed. The 
1T OO l! 
Alhletic suire complete with a hoop 
cOUrt. The TV suite isnomQfC since 
the TV has somehow disappeared. 
As for real Hoops, th Sss team 
broke all attendance records last 
Thursday nightwith a huge turnout. 
The other team, obviously scared, 
forfeited giving the Sss team its fIrSt 
win ever. But in true Sss team style 
they declined the win and decided 
to reschedule the game. This past 
Monday night was abig hoop night 
with aU the Phi Ep teams playing. 
The A team won by Orfeitwhile the 
B team won a close game. Gapper 
was the high scorer in the game. 
The Sss team also played a close 
game losing only 73-10. Coach 
Leary 'was back on the sideline 
guiding the team. Donnie was a 
high scorer with 4 pts. while Goldy 
swished a brick from cenlCr court. 
To Chainsaw, Scooter, Sta-puf 
and the restof the boys, get psyched 
foe the weekend andrememberonly 
one week to go!!!! 
TE 
Hi everyone! I'm back after a 
short vacation, Brothers get off my 
lC I]] lID lP LID 0~ ffi rn a, lID cr; ~ 
0000 000 ~ OO[l,®~ 
WELCOm ES 
Bryant Students 
Wi t h A Dis co unt $2 .0 0 OFF HA I RCUTS 
$5.0 0 OFF PERMS OR H I li HL I GHTS 
WALk-I NS WELC OM E 
UJRKE RODIN PLR2R, LINCOLN 
n CROSS LI ""'CO LN Mn LL 
DEHINIl lllENIl Y' S 
Mo ern ay Soviet Union, 
Mr. Gorbac ev, and 
the Future 0 
American-Sov·et Relations 
will be the topic of 
Admiral Ronald J. Kurth 
Admiral Kurth will be speaking 
on Superpower relations 
on February 28,1989 at '4pm 
in Janikies Auditorium. 
back. Here's the news: on my case. Geez. 
Last weekend started with most Anyway, £'11 sum up the sports 
of the brothers roadtJipping 10 and tty to get on with my life. FlTSt 
Dedham to party with alwnni, and of all, TlCE-A hockey defeated the 
what a trip it was. We all anxiously HansonBrothers 3-2 in an overtime 
awaited the arrival of17 pizzas. As shootout in the flfst round of the 
the day grew old, the sun wentdown. play-offs. However, we losttoTyso 
the skies darkened and a heavy 3-1 in the semi-finals. Could 
snowstorm blew in from Wakefield. Dam ne have made a di fference? 
Luckily, the brothers were prepared. Probably not We' ll be back again 
Saturday nighl everyone wem nexl year. TKE-A baskeLball is oII 
their own ways. Raul and Hess to a rough start at 0-2, but I'm sure 
traveled to PC foe the Syracuse that Barbados air will put some life 
game, as Raul used a few moves of inti the players. The B hoops team 
his own in the baclccourt with one of is n w an impressive 2-1, yet have 
the lady Friars. Stick, Slack, not played a game. As for the 
Galgano anD Harrington all lost at Gutmen: TKE39 -oooohh- Trotters 
the dogrrack and everyone else hung 42. 
around and did nothing. Overall, a Other news includes NeUie, our 
good weekend was had by the ilIustriou floor chainnan, getting a 
brothers. little violent at A-I, the shaving 
Good luck t al l pledges fin ishing cream bandit strikes again, a party 
this weekend , and to all the others, thrown by the pledges last Saturday 
hang in there it'll be over soon. night, "The Rock" will be going 
In sports, we've lost all recent dOOl" to door asking for donations, 
games, hockey and hoop. Have a and oh yeah, one more thing: IlIT'S 
great weekend - see you next week. HELL DAY!! 'That' right guys , 
you made it this far. Only 24 moreTKE hours unti l colors. 
Well, thaL's it for this weeksHere, readers, here is y ur Greek 
edition. Next week will include the News, OK? I fai thfully slave ver a list of our new brothers and thepad of paper every ingle week: for details of the ensu.ing madness. Seethe last semester and halflO report ya.the diverse happenings of this HopkiDphetes fea t rnity. and I miss onc 
insignificant week-which wasn't 
even my [aull!-and everyone gelS 
CE L E B R A TE 
SPRING BREAK '89 

IN FT. LAUDERDALE AT 
on thB beach 
FT. IAVDERDALE'S PREMIERE 
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB 
18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED 
IO A.M. to 6 P.M. POOLSIDE PARTIES 
LlVlt D.J. DlCE!2NO POOLSIDE OONl1!'8T • WATER VOLLEIBALL 

TOURNAIIJ!:In'. JI'RD -r-8BIRI' JlElAY8 • TIlE BELLYl'LOP OOBI'E8T 

AND CLIMAX TIlE DAY WITH •• • "IHE Wl!il i ESI. WET T-SHIRT 00Nl'B8T 

PEATVRED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZII'IE . CASH PlUZE8 • JIKEE T-8BDlT8 

AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS 

SUIIJoII:R GAIII!8 VIDI!O I'IDW 0If SAL& AS SI!ZI'f ON CABLE T.V. 

7 P.M. to 8 P.M . 
COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR 
B ryant College party 

T hursday , March 9 

P1lElt SPlUNG BRItAJ[ '89 T-8IIIRl' wrTB PAID ADIII88ION FORABOVE COLLl!lGI!: 
snJDE1'n'8 BJ:nnZN 7 AND 8 P .... wmt: PROPER CJOLLEGI!: LD. 
AlL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER 7~ 

COMPETE IN CON tESTS FOR PRIZES! 

EVENINGS 

SVIfJfERS ON'lHE BEACHPRESENTS ••• nJRY 

lIT. lAVD£RDAl..E"S l'fNI!ST ROCK 'N ROlL MND 

NlGBrLY PlAYING nmBESTD.4NCE JRJSlC ••• 

PUIS 8 MRS TO SERVE 1'OVl 

CUP!l: SAVE------------------------------------------- CUP&: SAVE 
Bryant College Party 

Thursday, March 9 

ONE I"lUZ BAR DRINK OR DRAn OR SO" DRINK 

GOOD JI'ROII 7-8 P.'" NlGB'I1..Y 

IIJMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER! 

SufDlll<nl on the Beach. 219 S. AtJanUC BIYd.. Ft. Laudmlale. FL. (305)462·8978 

(LOCATED 112 BLOCK NORTH OF lAS OUIS BlVD. ON AlA) 

ADIOII8IOI'f I'OUCI': 181'BADOIl ()U)I:R WII:LOOIIIt 
SPRING BREAK '89 
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T ere IS FE AFTER ' lass 
Friday 

Feb. 24, 1989 

: Opm - 1:0 am 

at the Co ntry Comfort 

NO 
COVER 
I 
• 
e Entertai nt! 

Rock & Roll Party 
wit -.~O r 

n ored by th 

OMM T R 0 CTI N 

Commuters, tired of the same old thing? Why not join th e 

organization that represents YOU! 

The Commuter Connection is an organization of Commuters 

that seeks to bring together commuter in a social 

environment. Also, we work to develop a better relationship 

among resident & commuter students. 

Why not stop up at ou r office on the 3rd floor of the 

. . Bryant Center? 

· Or write to 

Commuter Connection 

Box 3201 . 

- -- - -. 
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Northeast-lO Roundups 

Northeast-lO Conrerence Men 
Conference All Games 
Team Wins Losses "PCT. Wins Losses PCT. 
Bentley 11 1 .917 18 2 .900 
Merrimack 10 2 .833 15 5 .750 
Slonehill 8 4 .«>7 15 6 .714 
Saint Anselm 8 4 .667 11 9 .550 
Assumption 7 5 .583 14 7 .661 
St. Mjcbael's 7 5 .583 14 7 .667 
Springfield 3 9 .250 7 12 .368 . ...... .)- . 	 ,,).,It. : Quinnipiac 3 9 .250 6 15 .286 .... , . 
AlC 2 10 .167 4 17 .190 
Bryant t 11 .083 4 17 _190 
. . " ... ~~ '- . ' ~ :.	 .. .,.," 11~
.. '. .It . .	.'.'r...•..-.. .~ ~i'. . .~ ..... ... ' .. . 
. Jt ~l.iI· ."' . · I"'· . 
4& f" . ..' . .... '. ­.. ~	 '.,.  .,. . 	 . 
- ',' 	 ' ; . . ... 
David Kierstead Drives The Lane For Two 
Northeast·lO Conrerence Women 
Conference All Games 
T eam Wins Losses PCT. Wins L sses PCT. 
Bentley 13 0 1.000 20 1 _952 
SLonebilJ 10 3 .769 16 6 .727 
Bryant 10 3 .169 14 6 .700 
SL Michael's 9 4 .692 14 8 .636 
Sain t Anselm 6 1 .462 11 9 .550 
Merrimack 6 7 .462 8 13 .381 
Assumption 5 8 385 9 13 .409 
Quinnip iac 3 10 .231 4 17 .190 
Springfield 2 11 .154 2 18 .100 
AlC 1 12 .077 2 16 .111 
ChrIstine Root Launches One From Long Range 
Learn German 
This Summer 
June 25 ­
August 4, 1989 

TIle Nlntli Annual German Summer Scliool 
of tlie Atlantic at tlie Unlversit!l of RJiode Jsllmd 
in co-operation Wit{1 tlie Goetlie Institute Boston. 
German Wlil be the sale language of communicatIon. and Gelman 
life and cui ule the heart of this six week esidency p gram of 
intenslv language study. 
You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits while 
living In the beautiful surroundrng' of our country campus, just 
minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent beaches and his­
toric. summercolonle5. 
This pTogram is Ideally SUIt for anyone wishln€ [0 enroll in 
be€i nning, intermediate. or an level of ad anced German . From 
busi ness people and travelers, to students planning work or study 
abroad. lake advanta€e of this rare opportunity to partici pate in 
mis tota l Cerm n Language expenence 
Far delilIls: Dr. fohn Grandin 
~~.......~_.. Dr. Otto Dornberg. Co-Directors 
V Q0D~ Department ot Languagesl. 	 'Qo. University of Rhode Island 
..........K-;!II Kingston. R102881 (4d lt 792-5911 
N.B.A. 
PCT. 	
Western Conference 
fiaw~L Di\·§iQn 
GB Wins La GB 
New York .673 Utah 32 20 .615 
Philadelphia .569 51/2 Houston 31 20 .608 1/2 
Boston .451 11 1/2 Dallas 27 22 .55 1 31/2 
Washington .400 14 Denver 7 25 .519 5 
New Jersey .377 15 1/2 San Antonio 13 37 .260 18 
Charloue .269 21 Miami 7 44 .137 241/2 
C~l!:iJJ Diviswn 	 Pacifik DivlsiQn 
Wins Losses PCr. OB Wins Losses PCT. OB 
Cleveland 40 12 .769 LA Lakers 35 16 .686 
Detroh 34 15 .694 41/2 Phoenix 33 18 .647 2 
Milwaukee 32 17 .653 61/2 SeauJe 32 19 .627 3 
Atlanta 32 20 .615 8 Golden Stale 28 21 .571 6 
Chicago 31 20 .608 &1/2 Portland 25 25 .500 9 1/2 
Indiana 11 39 .220 28 Sacramento 14 36 .280 201/2 
L.A. Clipper I I 42 208 25 
(Complete through Wednesday Night) 
N.H.L 
Wales Conreren e Campbell Confer enc 
Patri!,;;k DiviSiQr! ~Qrri~ Divi~iQn 
N.Y. Rangers 
Piusburgh 
Washington 
Philadelphia 
NJ. Devils 
N.Y. Islanders 
W 
31 
32 
29 
30 
21 
21 
L T PlS. GF 
23 8 70 249 
23 5 69 267 
24 10 68 225 
29 3 63 235 
30 10 52 222 
37 3 45 204 
GA 
22 
250 
210 
212 
25'5 
256 
Delmit 
Chicago 
Sl. Loui 
Minnesota 
Toronto 
W 
27 
22 
21 
19 
20 
L T Pts. GF 
26 9 63 243 
31 8 52 236 
29 10 52 203 
28 13 51 198 
35 5 45 184 
GA 
246 
255 
220 
223 
251 
Adamli DiviSiQO 
W L T Pts, 
x-Montreal 40 15 7 87 
Buffalo 29 27 6 64 
Boslan 26 24 11 63 
Hanford 25 30 4 54 
Quebec 22 34 6 50 
OF 
240 
235 
208 
220 
211 
GA 
179 
238 
198 
215 
271 
~m}!thl.l DiviSiQ!] 
W L T PIs. GF 
x-Calgary 42 12 8 92 269 
Los Angeles 32 235 69 307 
Edmonton 30 27 6 66 261 
Vancouver 26 29 7 59 202 
Winnipeg 20 29 10 50 227 
x-clinched playoff berth 
GA 
174 
261 
243 
197 
264 
College Hoops Top 25 
18. UNLV (19-6)10. illinois (22-4)1. Oklahoma (23-3) 
11. West Virginia (22-2) 19. Louisiana State (19-7)2. Arizona (20-3) 20. Ohio State (17-8)12. Florida State (19-5)3. GeorgelOwn (20-3) 21. SL Mary's (CA) (22-3)13. Micbigan (19-6)4. North Carolina (23-5) 22. Ball State (21-2)14. Stanford (21-5)5. Syracuse (22-5) 23. Pjttsburgb (15-10)15. Iowa (19-6)6. Duke (20-4) 24. Georgia Tech (17-9)16. Seton Hall (22-5)7. Indiana (21-5) 25. Evansvi~e (20-3)17. N.C. State (18-5)8. Louisville (18-6) 
9. Missouri (22-5) 
li i. • .. 
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Sport St·ck Announces Athlete of 
Softball Tournament the Wee 
Mark Plihcik (NJRSA.) Game dates and Lime softball. The objective of the game Archway Staff Writer will be determined on site. and the is to core as many runs as po sible 
winning teams wdl be flown 10 Palm in the thJrty minutes alloued forRighl Guard Sport Stick has Spring for the finals on April first ea h game. The pitcher will be
announced that they wiJI sponsor a and second at th ex.pense of Right provided by the batting team. Outs
softball tournament for teams of Guard Sport Stick. 	 are recorded whenanyballiscaughl three during what is generally Spring Games USA was by a fielder in th fielding wne, or con~idcred to he spring break. The designed as a method 10 provide when abaucd ball strikes the piLChertournamenl will take place in college tudenL., on spring break on the fly or when after threepitches,Daytona Beach, Florida from March wllh a healthy ports oriented the balter does not make COnlBCl.6 through March 3 I. and in Palm activity to occupy their time. Th There is one official provided for Springs, CA from Man:h 20 through gam , which were founded by Mike each game, and all decision. of thatMarch3l.It will be open to Colleges O'Ham, fonner vice-president of official arc final. Thedimen ionsof 
across the nation through on-campus the organUmg committee for the the field are 210 feet long by 60 feet
regi !ration at th reer Ii nal sports 1984 Lo -Angel Olympics, are an wide, with a diStance of 55 feel
offie' (intramural olhce here at olympic style athletic competition between the pitchers' mound andBryant) 0 through 	 on-sile The alhlel s will have the the balting zone. 
regi uatlon aL Daytona Beach and opponumly t om pete 10 various For all of you softball mania Palm prings. mdivldual and leam sporu during thinking about running right over toThe program, Imowl) as Sport spring break. 	 the inlIamural office to sign up, Stick 3 on J SoftbaJl 	 haDenge, is Although the idea of 3 on 3 don't worry about equipment.part of Spring Games USA, and is softball is a little out of the ordmary, Regulation balls, bats, and fielding 
(0 be directed by Spring Games Inc. the idea IS quile simple in practice. gloves will be provided on Site.
and the Nation) Intramural­ The fasl moving game focuses on 
Recreational Sports Associauon the bilting and fielding aspects of 
Over Priced Hard Ball 

Players 
 The Athlete of the week!hj week ame against Merrimack, she 
i Stephanie Ladd. Stephanie a scored 26, pulled down 2 rebounds 
senior CIS major from Swanton, and blocked three h ts in 33 
Brad CsuJca geUing something like $7.5 million. lost in that way. Howzabout one of Vermont,plays enter for theBryant minutes. Her efforts fell just short 
Archway Staff Writer ow,1 don' t know about you, but the Can dian ICaITl ? ... Alas no. women. She averaged 2 1.5 points as the Bryant women fell 82-74 in a 
I picked up one of those balls just When was the last time one of those per game on 60 percent shootmg 1 an 1 week. 
So there I was ... sitting in my the !.her day and it didn 't seem all teams mad it to the World Series? form the floor last week. Her high 
dorm room, and I larted to thinking that hard. So I figure what tb heck! Yea, I thought so. A talent like this 
(God knows what atare occurrence Maybe it's time I staned to rake in HAS Lo go on a winning team (so 
thatis). Here lam, with a black hole some of that cash. Lee see...wbat that DEFINITELY rules out the 
slowly ucking every last cent out team can I pull in some seriou Orioles and the Braves). Cincinnati? ra Vpa at 
of my bank account, and ut in the bucks from? The Mets h ve too I don 't know any ne from Results of the 3on 3 Soper Hoops. 

real world th re are guys signing many established stars, I don't want Cincinnati - nope. Pittsburgh? t's a The Wildcats, representded by Major League Hoops Poll 

pieces of ground-up wood pulp to teal any of their limetight. I nice place 10 visit... Detroil? Maybe Dennis Bruce. Derulls McCollum 

guaranteeing themselves millions think the Red Sox. are going broke if I was looking 10 get mugged and Johnny "V"squeak d uta two I. Wildcats (4-0) 

ofdoUars(U.S.currency,ofcourse). after their latest fiascoes; the nightly. Seattle? I said WINNING point victory over the scrappy Mr. 2. Cousins (3-0) 

And w tdoL'ley do for Lhis money? Yankees? ... Heh, heh. sum of teams! V' ,represented by T.T., J.D., and 3. Mr. V's (4-0) 

They throw a swpid white ball at money caul convince me to play Hmmm... come to think of it, I "The Deeker." Final score 15 l013. 4. Red Dc~th (3·1) 

guy who intend to hi t it with a for that Steinbrenr.-.:r idi 1. don' tthink anyofthese teams appeal The Cats head up to Nonheastem 5. till Smokin' 1- 1) 

piece ofcork· ftlled timber. Oh boy! W II then, who's ! ft? I guess I to me. Oh well,} guess the millions and the New England Regionals , 6. Benny's Boys (1-1) 
Justthinkabout itS me Mormon c uld move out to sonny California will ti ll have t go to guys Uk and then bopefully to the Boston 7. BMOC (2-2) 
dude nam Oral Her-sizc-er just and hook up withoneofthose team . Dwight Gooooden . Darryl Garden. 8. Hoosiers (1-3) 
extorled his boss for aim st $8 Oakland, L.A., San Fran. , San Strawberry, and Kirk Gibson. RostersDue: Indoor soccer (mens 9 . Bangers 1·1) 
million over a yr. period. Diego? Wait ... I can' t do that. Gee, I wonder if the NFL needs and womens) - Monday, Marcb 20 to.Public Enemy (0-4) 
Hmmmmmmmmmmm. And this aJif, mia is faUing into the ocean. any good quarterbacks? Or the Wally Ball (co-ed) -Friday, Marcb 
other guy, Roger Clam-mens, he's I couldn ' t allow my genius to be NBA, the NJil." the... .. . 3 
Softball (mens and womens ­
Thursday, March 23 
port 	 R p: 

L aving It A Up To One Man 

Mark Plihcik 

Archway SlaffWriler 

The Chicago Jordan . The LA 
Gretzkys. The Denver Elways. If 
these team names sound a little out 
of wack, weD they are. But they 
make sense don't they? Professional 
sports are rapidly becoming an arena 
for one-man teams like the Bulls, 
Kings and Broncos. What are the 
chances that Los Angeles would be 
the owner of the third best record in 
the NRL without !he services of 
Wayne Gretzky? Before you 
answ r , remember that we are 
talking about a team that had the 
worst record in the league last year. 
Have the rest of the Kings really 
improved their I.alen so mu h in 
one off-season? Doubtful. There is 
little doubt, bowever, that the 
addition of Gretzky and his all out 
style of play has had a profound 
effect on the play of his new 
teammates. 
But the Kings are not the only 
one-man team in professional spons. 
While we are on the subject of 
hockey, Ie talk about Edmonton 
andPitLSburgh. Now one could make 
acase thal Edmonton does not place 
its fortunes on the h ulders of one 
man, but do you Teally think that 
they would be anywbere near 
Calgary in the standingsifit weren't 
for the play of goalie Grant Futu'? 
Probably nol. But while the case of 
Edmonton can he argued, there is 
little doubt in the minds of most 
hockey fans that Pittsburgh without 
Mario Lemieux is like the Celtics 
wiLhoutLarry Bird (and weall lmow 
how far that has gotten them thi 
season). Lemieux. is perhaps the 
only player in the NHL that has a 
pray r of challenging Gretzky as 
the reigning hockey deity. And 
all.bough the inten ity of his play 
may be questioned at times (like 
when !.he Penguin are winning 
about a million to nothing), he is 
without a doubt the reason why the 
Penguins seem to be headed for the 
play-offs for the first time in many, 
many moons. 
But let' s not just pick on hockey. 
MichaelJordan is the greatest player 
in the NBA. Case closed. He would 
without a doubt propel a team like 
the Celtics, Lakers, Jazz, or other 
already good teams to an NBA 
championship every or nearly every 
season. However in the hands of a 
team like the Chicago Bulls, he can 
only get them to the ticst roood of 
the play-offs each year, where they 
invariably fall to Detroit, Boston,or 
Milwaukee. This is because he is 
the only player on that team that is 
capable of playing at a 
championship level for 48 minutes 
a &arne, 82 games a season. This is 
no great secret. Everybody and his 
cousin Imows it. I mean let's face it. 
If Jordan goes down, who's going 
to Lead the Bulls? Scotty Pippen? 
Perhaps in a few years, but he just 
doesn'l have the game smarts !hat 
Jordan has had from day one. How 
about Bill Cartwright or Dave 
orline? Six seasons ago, this 
scenario would have been quite 
possible, but not now. 
And then we have the case of the 
Denver Elways ... er Broncos. When 
Elway demanded to he traded from 
the COilS, I hardly think that he had 
MHe High Stadium in the front of 
his mind as choic destinations. A 
little too chilly for you, John? But 
he adapted 10 Denver well, and led 
them to two straight Super Bowl 
appearances. where be preceded to 
dominate the first quar ter 
(remember the first play of Super 
Bowl XXIf!) and then found himself 
blown right outof his shoulder pads 
for the next three -q arters. Super 
Bowls XXI and XXll were the best 
teams in the NFC against John 
Elway. I know some of you are 
saying "What about the Three 
Amigos?" Well the Three Am igos 
were more like theThree Enchiladas 
before Elway arrived. 
So what are we to do about one 
man teams? Not a damn thing. 
Unless we eliminate thc collegedraft 
and allow players to go to teams on 
their own, there will always be one 
man teams. But if we do that, the 
good players will almost invariably 
migrate towards !.he 'good' teams 
in the league. This would make 
professional sports leagues a 
showcase for six or seven awesome 
team (imagine this basketball 
lineup: Larry Bird, Magic Johnson, 
Akeem AJajuwon, lsiaah Thomas 
and Michael J ordao) thatwould find 
themselves annihilating other teams 
nightly. Now that's no fun , is it? I 
thought not. And let's face it. who 
doesn 't like seeing Jordan score 60 
poinlS and Gretzky get a hat trick 
while being credited with four 
assists? It may just be that the 
phenomenon of one man teams is 
responsibl (or tb parity that bas 
recently developed in professional 
sports. And thi parity is the quality 
that brings sports fans toge!.her to 
enjoy a great game. Thatcan'lbeall 
bad, can it? 
